As a Hash club approaches its 50th year it is deemed advisable to have an audit to assess its standing
in the hash community and to support it into the projected next 50 years.
Any comments arising from this audit will be disregarded
HHH Quality Assurance Services
Audit of Brisbane Hash House Harriers (Men Only) Club
Date of Audit 30 October 2017
Subject of audit: Run 2489 Hares: Vaso/Grewsome

Activity
Choice of venue
International Hotel Spring Hill
Safety of gathering location
By 6:15pm 33 hashmen
gathered in carpark

Risk

Outcome

Limited parking available at
hotel

Double and triple parking by
hashmen to avoid street
parking fines

Blocking of through traffic

Numerous cars needed to slow
down or gesticulated to clear
hashmen from driveway
Customers likely to complain
to barn staff about access.
Hotel management likely to
restrict hash activities at site in
future
One brave hashman wore a
Halloween mask and received
deserved tricks
Poorly informed hashmen may
lose trail and not complete
planned exercise

Pissing off of shoppers at
liquor barn

Theme run participation

No lolly treats may result in
poor interest in this theme run

Information sharing before
run

Hare and co-hare might
understate the undulating
terrain and the possibility of
completing the course in 60
minutes
Insufficient or inconsistent trail
markings could cause distress
amongst runners and walkers

Trail marking

Run trail set near to public
facilities like motorways and
golf courses

Undulating terrain could
create a disconnect in
communication between
runners
Unclear trail markings at two
ways or 150 metre long checks
could create confusion
amongst runners
Security fencing around public
facilities may prevent a
smooth flow of intended run

Runners broke into at least
four groups and walkers
probably more due to poor
pre-run information and trail
marking
Runners in four or five groups
meant that calling OnOn or
checking became pointless
A 150 metre check created a
two kilometre gap between
groups of runners
Three runners risk serious
injury and castration in
climbing not one but two 8

Run activity not to exceed 60
minutes and or 8 kilometres

trail
Runners and walkers might not
arrive in time for circle
activities
Brewmaster lost on trail

Monk not available to punish
sinners

Miscreants avoid punishment
and become repeat offenders

Charges from the floor

Events arising from 20 year old
dalliances with air hostesses

Planned meals for hash pack

Plans with hotel restaurants
may come unstuck

Treatment of visiting
hashmen

Ignoring visitors may result in
no return visits or poor audit
outcome

OnOn
XXXX

foot chain wire fences
Long delays in the arrival of
pack can cause ice to thaw and
therefore beer to warm
Most serious of outcomes if
beer not available to hashmen.
Backup brewmaster
fortunately available to offer
service
Pre-loved Monk carried out
Monk duties taking revenge
for offences occurring outside
the hash domain
SOTW shirt to hashman
embarrassed about youthful
indisgressions
Pizza oven unoperational backup deal results in better
alcohol to carbohydrate ratio
The Penguin veteran of 3000
runs impressed with BH3 social
skills but not so with trail
marking skills

